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A LITTLE THEORY
“By validating what is and is not knowledge—through the scholarship LIS 
produces, collections we center and make space for, institutional arrangements, 
and classification systems—LIS plays a key role in (re)constructing whiteness, 
gender, and racial power. Because knowledge, as it exists in library and archival 
collections, is created predominantly by white, cisgendered, wealthy, 
nondisabled, heterosexual men, and in support of white hegemony, knowledge is 
considered objective, color evasive, and true. Any other ways of knowing are not 
valid knowledge and therefore do not belong in a library or archive.” 
Leung, Sofia Y., López-McKnight, Jorge R. (2021). "Conclusion: Afterwor(l)ding 
toward Imaginative Dimensions", in Knowledge Justice: Disrupting Library and 
Information Studies through Critical Race Theory, ed. Sofia Y. Leung, Jorge R. 
López-McKnight. MIT Press, 320.
TWITTER HAS BECOME THE 
PLATFORM WHERE  REAL TIME 
CONVERSATIONS OCCUR 
FOR GOOD AND ILL.
LIBGUIDES ARE….
Traditionally Static Lists of Resources or 
Access Points
Short videos and text to teach folks how to 
find resources on their own




“Networks and narratives matter, and both are built digitally and 
corporally. In every era, media technologies have been central to the 
maintenance of counterpublics and the safe development of 
counterpublic identity and politics.  ….Twitter represents a very real 
opportunity to work toward change by reintroducing and reframing 
issues for the public that have been either misrepresented or ignored in 
the mainstream public sphere.”
JACKSON, S. J., BAILEY, M., & WELLES, B. F. (2020). # HASHTAGACTIVISM: 
NETWORKS OF RACE AND GENDER JUSTICE. MIT PRESS, 185
“INFORMATION DEVOID OF A SOCIAL CONTEXT FAILS 
TO LIVE UP TO ITS POTENTIAL AS A TRANSFORMATIVE 
AGENT IN A WORLD INCREASINGLY SHAPED BY 
RACIAL INEQUALITY AND THE GLOBAL SPREAD OF 
NEOIMPERIALIST CAPITALISM.” 
Honma, T. (2005). Trippin’over the color line: The invisibility of race in library and information 
studies. InterActions: UCLA journal of education and information studies, 1(2): 19-20
CONTEXT AND NUANCE
“Discourse across counterpublic networks reflects a 
nuance rarely seen in mainstream media coverage of 
issues of gender-based and anti-Black violence. These 
networks center, struggle with, and develop identity 
politics alongside social movement demands.” 
(Jackson, Bailey, and Welles, 197)
CENTER THE 
THINKERS’ VOICES
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